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Abstract—When graphs change over time, it is important to make the changes trackable for many graph-based applications. We propose an implementation of OLTP-oriented graph database that supports time-versioning. There has been a few snapshot-based approaches for supporting time-versions, but they usually require the full-restoration of the graph, and lack the resolution of the time space. Using a B-tree as the datastructure for the backend storage, our database allow fast and scalable support for restoring the arbitrary part of the graph, without slowing down the normal accesses to the current graph. Experimental results show that our scheme is much efficient than the straightforward solutions, in terms of space and performance.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Graphs evolve over time, and we need to keep track of them. While there are some stationary graphs, most graphs we find from the real world get changed over time. For example, in social network graphs, there are new users every moment, and relationship between users are frequently updated. Also, new links are being formed between web pages for webgraphs [19] and new papers are added to the citation networks.

To store and analyze these graph data, numerous models, frameworks, and databases has been proposed. However, there are not many OLTP-type graph database that supports time-versioning. In fact, most of the popular graph databases [20], [2] do not support such feature, and many people try to find a work-around as in [5]. However, such workarounds would be inefficient and unscalable when the length of history becomes longer.

There is some work on supporting snapshots, usually with CSRs (Compressed Sparse Row) which favors OLAP style analysis [11], [17]. Snapshot based approaches usually set a few checkpoints, and provide methods to go back to the specified checkpoint. While leaving a complete copy is at one extreme, many approaches provide deltas between snapshots [12], or use a hybrid between them [17]. However, the snapshot approaches have some fundamental limitations. First, it forces the quantization of the time space. It not only gives the problem of determining the range of the time for a single snapshot, but also the unavailability for accessing a time in the middle of a snapshot. Also, snapshots often require the restoration of the whole graph, even if one wants to access a small portion of the graph, which can be quite costly for large graphs.

In this paper, we present an implementation of a graph database that supports time-versioning for property graphs. To the extent of our knowledge, this is the first paper that discloses the detailed design of OLTP style graph database that supports time versioning. Exploiting the B-tree structure of the backend storage, our design provides graceful scaling of the access times with the growth of the graph and its history. From our observation that only a part of graph usually accessed with a certain timepoint, we keep a separate history for each entity (i.e., vertex, edge, and property). Also, our design supports fine-grained timed access with its resolution as high as the resolution of the data type that is used by the timestamp. We provide an evaluation of the proposed scheme against a few existing solutions on a state-of-the art server hardware.

The contribution of this paper can be described as follows:

• We describe in detail the internal design of the graph database that supports time versioning.
• The proposed design supports fine-grained timepoint for versioning.
• Through the use of B-tree structure, an entity at an arbitrary timepoint can be obtained in a single lookup, without having to restore the whole graph.
• We further discuss a few possibilities for optimizing the performance of the design.

II. RELATED WORK

In recent years, many advancements have been made in graph processing and graph storage to address inherently interconnected data while focusing on different aspects and in a variety of contexts including social networks, biological interactions, and financial transactions.

A. Graph Databases

These graph processing systems can be separated into two major paradigms: OLAP (online analytical processing) and OLTP (online transaction processing). OLAP models are generally optimized for performing computations on large, predominantly fixed graphs, while the latter are designed to handle dynamically evolving graphs. Within the former
category, Pregel [18] and GraphLab [16] are one of the first of these models. They provide a powerful tool for OLAP analysis by performing highly parallel computations using a vertex-centric model. There are also out-of-memory graphs processing frameworks. GraphChi [13] has shown that finely optimized out-of-memory processing could be more efficient than in-memory approaches with a cluster of machines. It has led to the surge of many successors [21], [23], [14]. OLTP systems include Neo4J [20], AllegroGraph [1], and JanusGraph [2]. Although some OLTP graph databases do not natively support temporal logical queries, it is possible to implement this functionality at the cost of significant space and performance overheads by storing timestamps as properties of vertices, edges, or both [5].

B. Time-Versioning Support

Although not extensively studied in the context of graph processing, the problem of providing a time-version support for databases is one of the classic problems, and there have been a number of literature in this area. For example, [22] provides a thorough review of the methods for storing and querying the timed data.

Two conceptual methods for performing time-versioned queries on transaction time databases are suggested by Salzberg and Tsotras [22], known as the Copy and Log methods. The Copy method maintains a linear series of snapshots, and thus can quickly perform queries at any point in time where a snapshot has been created. However, it stores multiple copies of data, and is prohibitively expensive in terms of storage. In contrast, the Log method maintains a list of changes performed on the database. It is space-efficient, but requires an expensive traversal of the log in order to recover the state of the data. The Copy+Log family of methods combines a finite set of snapshots with a list of deltas between them.

Recently, there has been some attention on time-versioned graph databases. One of those is DeltaGraph [11], which uses a hierarchical collection of snapshots separated by deltas. This is a hybridization of the aforementioned Copy and Log methods, and reduces both the space and computational footprint. In contrast, the LLAMA framework [17] attempts to reduce the memory footprint of snapshots by storing only the deltas between snapshots explicitly, and a pointer to a previous snapshot for stationary portions of the graph. Chronos [9] provides speedup methods for graph processing by exploiting the snapshot-level parallelism. Also, GraphTau [10] suggests a two computational models that can take advantage of the evolving graph data.

In all of these approaches, the temporal granularity of the database is limited to the frequency of the snapshots. Especially in domains where fine-grained adds and reads are vital, it is important to be able to simulate continuous time and to perform queries at arbitrary points in time, as well as transient structures, which we define as those which exist at exactly one instant in time.

III. Baseline Graph Database

A graph is usually comprised of vertices, edges, and their properties, in which we use the term entity to represent any one among them. As a baseline graph database, we use IBM SystemG [4] distributed graph database. As it backend storage, SystemG uses LMDB [3], a B-tree based key-value store. Because of its internal B-tree structure, it becomes an excellent platform for implementing a time-versioned graph.

Table I shows the organization of the LMDB databases in SystemG. SystemG assumes that the vertices are referenced by a unique external id in a string form which is usually human-recognizable. Internally, each vertex is assigned a unique internal id in an integer form, which is often much efficient than handling a string. These internal ids are used in reference to the vertices for source and targets of edges, or the owner of properties.

The existence of a vertex is stored as an external-to-internal map (ex2i) and the internal-to-external map (i2ex). When a new vertex is added, an internal atomic counter assigns an id to the vertex, and the one entry is added to each of the ex2i and i2ex tables.

The edges are identified by their source and target, and multiple edges between pairs of vertices are supported. The SystemG API provides support for both directed and undirected graphs. The LMDB outgoing (vi2e) edge table is indexed by the source vertex. The value side maintains the target vertex id, optionally a user-assigned label, and the unique edge id, which is maintained similarly to the vertex id. In case of a directed graph, SystemG keeps another database instance (vi2p) for incoming edges. When adding an edge, the user provides the external ids of the source and target. Both the source and target vertices are checked on the ex2i table for their existences. The vertex id are retrieved, or created if not existing. Then an entry is added to the edge table with an assigned edge id.

There are separate tables for storing vertex/edge properties, which are organized as shown in v/e_property. The properties are indexed by the corresponding vid or eid, followed by the property id, unique for each kind of property. Each vertex and edge can have multiple properties.

IV. Design Overview

A. Timed APIs

As a simple extension to the original APIs, a timestamp is added to the methods that writes to the database (ad-
d/delete/modify). For example, “add an edge from A to B” in a normal graph database is changed to “an edge is added from A to B at time $t$”. The ‘history’ of the writes made to the entities are stored with the corresponding timestamp, so that the graph at a past state can be obtained. For reading methods (get), a timestamp is also added for indicating the time point that the graph has to be restored to. A time range queries are also supported with two timestamps for the start and the end of the range, which answers the question “What are the entities that were valid during the time range”. However, we do not discuss them in detail since extension from a single-timed get method to a range-timed get method is straightforward. For convenience, we provide a set_current_time() method for a graph handle. When the ‘current time’ is set, all method is assumed to receive the current time of the graph instance as the implied timestamp. For the details of the provided APIs, please refer to Section VI.

To maintain the of validness of the history, we introduce “advance-only within an entity” policy to the event time of the write methods. When changes are made to the middle of a history, its meaning is often ambiguous. Therefore we only allow changes with timestamps after the point where the latest event happened.

Such model is close to a transaction-time model [8], but with more relaxed constraints. In the transaction-time model, only the actual time that the transaction has been made is recorded to each entry, and no modifications to the past, or future is allowed. However in the model used in this paper, the ‘advance-only’ has to be kept only in the context of each entity. We do provide a set of low-level methods to put modification history of the entities without any restriction, but it is the user’s responsibility to manually make the entity’s history logically meaningful.

B. Design Philosophy

For our implementation of time-versioning support, we consider a number of criteria that conform to the most common types of queries. Figure 1 shows the rough overview of the design. The design choices we made can be summarize into three following items: isolated history entries per each entity type (vertex, edge, and property), separation of the current graph from the stale history, and B-tree based history table searchable by timestamps. In the rest of the subsection, we describe these choices in more detail with their justifications.

In many cases, OLTP databases are latency-bound. Especially when the graph database is used as a backend of a real-time service such as a financial application, the graph database usually has a time budget of a few milliseconds. As a result, most of the queries to the OLTP oriented graph databases are relatively small, and often egograph-based with a few hop distances. For this reason, restoration of the full graph on every timestamped access would result in a waste. In the proposed graph database, the history tables are clustered with regard to each entry, so that only the entities of interest can be restored.

Another important feature is to keep a separate ‘current’ database table for the most recent valid data. In the setting of a social network, for example, current users and recent posts are more likely to be referenced than older data. As such, the separate current table attempts to minimize slowdowns to read access times for current data, due to the introduction of time versions. When the entry in the current graph is not valid for the queried timestamp, separated tables for history are read for older versions.

To make the access time of the graph database scalable to the size of the history, we place a timestamp of the history entry as the last entry of the key side of the backend KV store. Since we use a B-tree data structure for the KV store, the entries are first ordered by entity identifiers (e.g., vertex id) and then the timestamps as the last radix. Thus, when reading an entity at certain timepoint, a single lookup on the tree would yield the entry which has the smallest timestamp greater than the timestamp of interest.

Other than the proposed method, one alternative approach is to add timestamps as properties of entities, as exemplified in [5]. In addition to the existing properties, a few properties can be added as “create”, or “deleted”, and graph queries can be made against specific conditions on those properties. This method has a strength in that it can be done on top of almost any kind of property graph models [20], and it does not require changes to the graph database implementation. However, as shown in [5], it would make the queries very complicated. Furthermore, as the history becomes long, it would slow down the query processing time.

Another method is to chain the past history of an entity to its most recent version as a linked list, as done in [7]. This is better than the approach above since it wouldn’t hurt the access time of entities with short histories. However, the linked list structure give a long access time when the query access the deep history. The access time would be proportional to the length of the history for the specific entity in the query and thus unscalable.
In this section, we describe the changes to the graph database tables we made to support time-versioning of the data. We use LMDB [3] as the backend. However, any backend storage that uses a variant of tree-based structures could be used instead. Table II displays the structure of the keys and values of the backend KV store. The newly added items are emphasized in italic.

### Table II
**The multiversioned SystemG structure**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table</th>
<th>Key</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ex2i</td>
<td>ex_id</td>
<td>vid, birth, death</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i2ex</td>
<td>vid</td>
<td>ex_id</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>v HISTORY</td>
<td>vid, death</td>
<td>birth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>v2e</td>
<td>src, tgt</td>
<td>eid, birth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>v2p</td>
<td>tgt, src</td>
<td>eid, birth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>v2e HISTORY</td>
<td>src, tgt, death</td>
<td>eid, birth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>v2p HISTORY</td>
<td>tgt, src, death</td>
<td>eid, birth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>v/e PROPERTY</td>
<td>v/eid, pid</td>
<td>pvalue, write_time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>v/e_PROP_HISTORY</td>
<td>v/eid, pid, overwritten_time</td>
<td>pvalue</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For vertices (ex2i) table, two timestamps are added to the vertex ids: One for creation time, another for deletion time. The creation time is written when the vertex is added, and the deletion time is written on its deletion. In principle, these timestamps are read-only and never overwritten. Together, the pair of timestamps form a 'valid' interval, and on reading the vertex, the interval can be compared with the timestamp in search to figure out whether they overlap or not. However, while the pair of timestamps yields the current state of the graph, it is an incomplete record of deeper history, such as a vertex being created and deleted repeatedly.

Therefore, for the purpose of keeping the deep history, an additional table for vertex history (v_history) is added to the graph database. Instead of using external id as the key, we chose the internal id as the key of the vertex history table. At the moment when the history table is accessed, the ex2i table should have been already accessed a priori so that the internal id should be already available. In addition, one timestamp for its deletion time is appended to the vertex id as the key. By doing this, when searching for a history of a vertex from a certain time point, the desired history entry can be found in a single search to the backend storage, with the logarithmic time complexity provided by the B-tree structure. On the value side, the other timestamp (creation time) will be used to complete the valid interval.

While the whole history can also be embedded into the original vertex table, it would increase the size of the table, and would cause adversarial effects to the queries to the ‘current’ graph, especially when the size of history gets larger. Thus, to optimize the performance for accessing the current graph, but still support the versioning, we decided to keep a separate table for history entries.

We do not modify the i2ex table from the original graph database. When the vertex id is available, it usually implies that the timestamps associated to the vertex is already available, so embedding the timestamps again to the i2ex tables would be redundant.

Similar, but different changes are made to the edge tables (v2e and v2p). The most difference in edges is that multiple edges are allowed between a pair of vertices. As a side effect, a deleted edge never gets created again, unlike the vertices. Thus, in the edge table, we store only the alive edges, and no deletion time is marked with them, since they are all alive. In the history table (v2e/p HISTORY), the source vertex id, target vertex id and the deletion time are used as the key.

For properties and their history entries, we store only one timestamp for the modification time, which is functionally identical to the creation time for vertices or edges. Therefore, the valid interval of a property is from its own modification time to the modification time of its successor. We decided that the deletion of a property would have little meaning to the databases (e.g., deleting the “name” field from a user), and we only allow modifying the value of the property. When it is really needed to delete a property, we replace the property value to be a special ‘invalid’ marker. If a property does not exist in certain entity, it is considered invalid as well. When a new kind of property that did not previously exist is introduced to the graph database, its creation time is regarded as the creation time of the entity that the property belongs to, and its value is assumed to be “invalid” until it is set to a different value. In the history table (v/e_PROP_HISTORY), the vertex/edge id, property id, and the modification time will be used as the key, and the property value is placed at the value side.

### VI. Algorithms

In this section, we describe the basic algorithms for a few graph database APIs, which will be the building blocks for other more complicated algorithms. Please note that all the algorithms shown in this section are pseudo-code, and many details are omitted.

Below shows the algorithm for adding a vertex.

```plaintext
1 addVertex (G, exid, time)
2   if (time!=invalid) time=G.cur_time
3   if exid in G.ex2i:
4     (vid, ct, dt) = G.ex2i.get(exid)
5     if (dt > time) return err;
6     G.ex2i_hist.set(
7       key=(vid,dt),
8       value=(ct))
9   else: //new vertex
10      vid = G.new_vid()
11      G.i2ex.set(key=vid,value=exid)
12      G.ex2i.set(key=exid,
13        value=(vid, time, inf))
14 return vid
```

As explained in Section IV-A, each method is assumed to take a time parameter. However, for convenience, a graph instance holds a variable for “current time”. When the methods are called without a timestamp, the “current time” stored in the graph instance is used instead (line 2). For
adding a vertex, the ex2i table is first checked to see if it already exists, or has existed in the past. If an entry is found, its timestamps are checked. If the deleted time is later than the timestamp provided, then it is the violation of the rule discussed in Section IV-A and the function just returns with and err (line 5), otherwise, the existing entry is moved to the vertex history table (line 6-7) and a new entry with the timestamp as the created time is added to the i2ex table (line 11-12). If no match is found for the exid provided in ex2i table, it's a completely new vertex, and a new vertex id is allocated (line 9), and it is added to i2ex table (line 10) as well as to the ex2i table. Lastly, the method returns with the vid for the added vertex.

getVertex() method works similar to adding a vertex. The ex2i table is checked for the existence of exid (line 16). If it is not found, it does not exist in the graph. If an entry is found, its valid interval is checked against the search time parameter. If the search time is within the valid interval, the vertex is valid, and the vid is returned (line 18). If does not match, the history table is searched for the vid with the search time (line 19-20). When exact match for the key vid, time) is not found (which is likely in most cases), the table returns the next largest key with its associated value. Therefore, when there is a matching vid with the valid interval containing the search time, it will be returned in a single lookup.

delVertex (G, exid, time)
if (time!=invalid) time=G.cur_time
if exid in G.ex2i:
(vid,ct,dt) = G.ex2i.get(exid)
if (time ∈ [ct,dt]) return vid
(vid_hist,dt), ct = G.ex2i_hist.get((vid, time))
if vid=vid_hist
and time ∈ [ct,dt]:
return vid
return none

For deleting a vertex, the current entry in the ex2i table is retrieved (line 28) and its deletion time is replaced with the deletion timestamp (line 31). Because the vertex has been deleted, all the edges that are outgoing or incoming to/from the deleted vertex have to be deleted together (line 32). This is done similar to delEdge method (line 57-68), but using only the src for vi2e table and tgt for the vi2p table.

For adding edges, an edge instance is added without checking for an already existing one, because multiple edges are allowed between a pair of vertices. The algorithm is shown below.

addEdge (G, src, tgt, time)
if (time!=invalid) time=G.cur_time
slt=G.addVertex(src,time)
tid=G.addVertex(tgt,time)
eid=G.new_eid()
G.vi2e.add(key=(sid,tid), value=ct)
G.vi2p.add(key=(tid,sid), value=ct)
return eid

First, it is checked whether the source and target vertices exist in the graph (line 36-37) because it is a convention for many graph databases to disallow dangling edges. The addVertex method will add the vertex if needed, and the id of the newly added or already existing vertex will be returned. With the obtained vertex ids, and edge id is generated (line 38) and it is added to the vi2e table for outgoing edges, and vi2p table for incoming edges with the provided timestamp.

There are also many forms of functions for retrieving edges due to the multiple edges between a pair of vertices. Below is an example function for retrieving all edges between a pair of vertices.

getEdge (G, src, tgt, time)
if (time!=invalid) time=G.cur_time
slt=G.getSource(src,time)
tid=G.getSource(tgt,time)
eid=G.new_eid()
return ret
for (eid,ct,dt) in elist:
if time ∈ [ct,dt]:
ret.add(eid)
return ret

After finding the vertex ids (line 46-47), the vi2e table is searched for the source and the target if the method is looking for the currently valid edges. In this case, the edges obtained are assumed to have the deletion time of infinite. If the search time is not the current time, the edge history table is searched for the edges with provided source and target, and the deletion time later than the provided search time. The edges found are checked for the search time, and those which have interval containing the search time are returned.

Similarly, deleting edges can take multiple forms, such as deleting all edges between a pair of vertices. In the code below, we provide the pseudo-code for deleting an edge based on its edge id.

delEdge (G, src, tgt, eid, time)
if (time!=invalid) time=G.cur_time
elist=G.get(edge(src, tgt))
for (eid,ct,dt) in elist:
if (time_eid_eid,ct,dt) and time > ct and dt==inf:
In line 59, all the entries for edges that connects src to tgt are retrieved, and there are checked against the eid to be deleted (line 61). Upon finding the entry, it is removed from both the vi2e and vi2p table, and moved to the history tables (line 65-68).

For properties, we provide two methods set and get, since we do not allow deletion of properties. There are separate methods and tables for vertex properties and edges properties, but we display only those for vertices, since the algorithms are identical.

Above shows the algorithm for getting vertex property. First, the property table is read with the vertex id-property id tuple, and its written time is checked (line 83-84). If the written time is later than the search time, the history table has to be looked up (line 85-86).

VII. EVALUATION

Our evaluation focuses primarily on the performance of the versioned graph in comparison to the baseline non-versioned implementation discussed in our earlier paper [4] and against an alternative model based on the reverse chaining method. In the legend, they are named ‘SystemG-MV’, ‘Baseline’, and ‘Reverse Chaining’, respectively. We evaluated the performance of these three systems on the following criteria: vertex modification/retrieval, edge modification/retrieval, property modification/retrieval, and local breadth-first search (BFS) queries. The goal of each of these experiments is to evaluate the overhead resulting from supporting versioned queries and the system’s performance on common operations in an OLTP environment, namely data ingestion and read-only queries.

A. Setup

The experiments were performed using an IBM S824L machine. The machine features 4 NUMA nodes, 24 POWERSE cores with SMT8 at 3.3GHz, 2TB memory. It is also connected to an IBM FlashSystem 840 Enterprise SSD storage for loading input data files.

To mimic the evolving graphs from the real world, we adopted the forestfire model [15] to generate a synthetic
growing-only graph with the size of 100,000 vertices and 1.25 million edges when fully grown. On top of the graph, we randomly modified the vertices, edges, and properties to leave the history at various size of the history events to capture the scalability with respect to the history size. We define the history size as the ratio between the currently alive (or valid) entities and the dead (or stale) entities. We swept the size of history from 1 to 16. Also, different number of properties per entity has been tested together.

### B. Data Querying

We assess the performance of each system with retrieving edges, vertices, and properties. We divide the experiments into two sets. In the first set, the baseline and the proposed versioned database are compared on querying the currently alive entities of the graph. In the second set, the graphs are queried at arbitrary timestamps, on the proposed multiversion database and the reverse chaining. The entries queried in this experiment are chosen at random from the dataset.

Figure 2 and Figure 3 display the performance for reading vertices and edges, respectively. Since our implementation optimizes towards reading current graph by maintaining separate table for current graphs, the performance is almost the same for baseline and the SystemG-MV. Also, the change in the history size does not impact the performance for reading the current status of the graph. Performances for reading the vertex/edge properties in Figure 4 and Figure 5 show similar trend with marginal differences.

The performance of reading past graph give more interesting insights. Figure 6 shows the performance of vertex read queries for SystemG-MV and Reverse Chaining. As the size of history gets larger, the performed operations per second goes down for both implementations. However, the slope of degradation is much steeper in reverse chaining. In reverse chaining, the linked list for each entity has to be chased until the entry valid at the queried time is found, leading to extra overhead, especially for queries with long histories. However, SystemG-MV can directly search for the entry with the wanted timestamp at a single lookup. Thus the slowdown is much shorter, and the query time does not depend on which time point the query is trying to access, unlike the reverse chaining. In Figure 7, similar data points for edge read queries are shown. The key difference with vertex queries are that the rate of slowdown is not as high as in the edge read queries. Because there can be multiple edges between a single pair of vertices, a once-dead edge never gets revived, and therefore no chain can be formed.

As a result, similar algorithms are used for edge queries in SystemG-MV and reverse chaining, and the slowdown for both is due to the growth of the B-tree in the LMDB table.

Figure 8 and Figure 9 show almost identical curve shape. Similar to the vertex queries, SystemG-MV shows log-scale slowdown on history size increases while reverse chaining experiences a linear slowdown. Thus the speedup difference is much larger when the history length is larger. The number of properties, on the other hand, causes similar slowdown effect to both multiversion implementations, coming from the LMDB table growth.

### C. Data Ingestion

We also performed data ingestion separately for vertices, edges, and properties using a synthetic dataset. For this experiment, we compare the proposed versioned system to a non-versioned baseline and to the reverse chaining model suggested earlier.

In order to perform vertex ingestion, we simulate a series of vertex additions and deletions at progressively increasing timestamps, referred to by external IDs. Figure 10 shows the performance results. We found that as a result of the vertex insertion and deletion algorithms for all three models,
the speed is bound by the LMDB write performance, and that there is no significant performance overhead for the multiversioned systems when compared to the baseline. As a matter of fact, the baseline pays more overhead at deleting vertices, since all the corresponding properties have to be deleted in the baseline, where the both multiversioned implementations keep the properties for accessing history.

Experiments for edge ingestion are similarly done. We performed edge insertions and deletions at progressively increasing timestamps, referred to by the external IDs of the source and target. The performance is shown in Figure 11. The performance for edge ingestion remains fairly constant regardless of the number of existing edges between pairs of vertices. Due to the growing data size as a result of storing historical data, the time overhead compared to the baseline increases in a log scale with the size of the history.

Property ingestion performs edge and vertex property updates on a graph of 1.25 million edges, with up to 16 different properties on each. The results are shown in Figure 12 and Figure 13. Similar to the vertex and edge ingestion tests, this test simulates serialized transactions. In property ingestion, the two versioned graph databases have to access the two tables for the current properties and the past properties. Also, there is an unavoidable linear growth in storage proportional to the number of properties and the average history size. Sometimes, reverse chaining performs slightly better than the SystemG-MV on ingestions. This is because reverse chaining places the new entry at the head of the its chain, and does not pay its usual overhead of chasing the chain. Also, a little speedup accounts for having smaller keys due to having timestamps in the value side. At expense, reverse chaining suffers from long read times for accessing historic entities as shown in the previous subsection.

D. BFS

Breadth-first search was performed on the same dataset, with various length of histories and properties per entities. Similar to the previous subsection, we perform BFS once on the current state of the graph comparing the baseline with the SystemG-MV, and again at the past state, comparing SystemG-MV with the reverse chaining. We constrain the maximum depth of the query to three levels, and a property is accessed per every visited vertex. We perform 10,000 sequential queries with different sources, and measure performance as the average number of queries per second. The results are shown in Figure 14 for current graphs, and Figure 15 for graphs at past state.

Results indicate that there is an average 7.7% loss in performance for queries on the current state of the versioned graph when compared against the baseline model for all graph sizes. For queries on a historical state of the database, we find that there is a significant improvement in performance for the SystemG-MV compared to reverse chaining, which widens as both the number of properties and the size of the history increases. As shown in Figure 15, the improvement ranges from 38.5% for the smallest graph to 253.4% for the largest one. In the scenario where a user expects that multiple queries will be performed at a specific timestamp, the cost of performing traversals can be reduced significantly by implementing the early restoration policy discussed in VIII-B.

VIII. DISCUSSION

A. Time Complexity Analysis

Table III displays comparison of the time complexity of the selected methods from Section VI, for baseline non-versioned, versioned with current time, and versioned with past history access. Even though we used the big O notation, we tried to keep the constant to highlight the differences.
In the formulas, \(|V|\) represents the number of vertices, \(|E|\) represents the number of edges, \(P\) represents the number of properties per vertex. Also, \(r\) and \(h\) are used as multiplier variables for the number of edges between a single source-target pair, and the length of the history tables with respect to the current graph tables, respectively. For the analysis, we roughly assumed that it takes \(O(\log(N))\) time for a single lookup using a key on the backend storage, and \(O(1)\) for getting the next entry after accessing the backend storage where \(N\) is the number of items in the table. Please note that this assumption might be slightly incorrect due the implementation of the backend storage, since it does not take details into account such as caching effect.

For most of the methods, the difference between original method and the accessing the versioned graph with the current time incurs no or minimal difference. For accessing the vertices, \(\log(|V| \cdot h)\) is added for accessing the vertex history table of length \(|V| \cdot h\).

For accessing edges between a vertex pair is similar, the cost is the sum accessing the two vertices, and also the two edge tables for incoming and outgoing edges. When reading edges, \(r\) entries between a pair of vertices have to be traversed after a lookup to the edge table, which becomes \(r \cdot h\) for accessing the past version of the graph.

Thus the dominating cost for reading edges would usually be \(\log(|E| \cdot h)\) or \(r \cdot h\).

Setting properties is the only method in the table that has difference between baseline and current version access. In the baseline graph database, the property can be just overwritten. However in the versioned graph database, the property table has to be read once before writing to look for an existing entry to be migrated to the history table. When an existing entry is found, the migrating cost is \(\log(V \cdot P \cdot h)\) added to total for accessing the property history table.

### B. Restoration Policy

In the proposed implementation of graph database, the policy of graph history access can be called a lazy restoration. All the past instance of entities are read on-demand, and open_graph(time) method simply sets the internal current_time variable. This method avoids the cost for having to materialize the whole graph, especially on small queries. However, for some large queries, restoring the full graph at the point of opening the graph (early restoration), similar to graph pool approach [11] can be more beneficial. For example, while running a PageRank on a graph with few properties for five iterations, lazy restoration scheme would require reading the history five times for each entities, while early restoration would requires only one read. In the early restoration scheme, the history of all the entities are traversed, and put into the “current” tables just like the latest data are handled in the previous explanation of the graph database. As such, queries evaluated at the specified time would have the time complexity listed in the Timed (current) column rather than the Timed (past) column of Table III.

### C. Snapshot-hybrid Approach

Even though snapshots cannot provide a fine-grained time access, a hybrid approach with snapshot and history table can be used for reducing the length of the history. One possible implementation for a hybrid scheme is to partition the history entries into multiple chunks based on their timestamps and embed them into snapshots. When the queries are expected to access time points within a certain partition, the snapshot of that partition is first restored, and the history entries are read on demand. This would reduce the \(h\) variable of the cost model in Section VIII-A, and
becomes especially beneficial for accessing edges, which has a complexity proportional to \( h \).

D. Alternative Configurations

To index history entries in the table, we generally used entity id + deletion time as their keys and creation time + the rest as their values. However, there are also other possible configurations, and we discuss the alternative choices in this section. One could choose to place the event logs, instead of keeping creation and deletion time for each entry. In such configuration, vertex history table, for example, would have the vertex id and event time as the key, and event type in the value. This is useful for a certain type of range queries, which asks for the changes that has been made over a certain range of time. However, it requires at least two reads to find out whether an entity is valid at a time point.

The radix order of the keys can be changed to optimize for more common types of queries. For example, the key for edge history can be in the order of source-time-target in order to optimize for range queries over an interval of time. Similarly, the property table’s key can be ordered by v/eid-time-pid for the tracking change on a parent entity instead of a specific property instance. While putting the time before the vid for the vertex history is also possible, the trade-off is too harsh for looking for a certain vertex since potentially the whole history has to be read to find a single vertex.

The key radix problem above is caused by the fact the underlying B-tree imposes a linear ordering of the data used in the key. To provide a balanced, efficient query processing, k-d tree [6] can be used to mitigate the problem. k-d trees are known to well-support multi-dimensional range queries, and therefore a great fit for a backend storage of our graph databases. We leave this as our another future work.

I. Conclusion

We proposed a design for time-versioned graph database, on top of an original database which uses LMDB as a backend. Through separate current table and range-searchable timestamps, we provide almost no slowdown for accessing the up-to-date state of the graph, while experiencing graceful performance overhead for increasing the length of history. We have also shown that our implementation is superior to the naive alternative implementation. Together, they provide a scaleable implementation for the versioned graph databases. As mentioned in Section VIII, exploring richer set of alternative configurations would be our future work.
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